This report describes the basic aircraft with augmented lift capable propulsion system, the augmented flight control system, the flight simulation experiment, and the refinement of the final control system design.
Aircraft Description
The to the ejectors and to the aft nozzle and core flow was routed to the vectorable ventral nozzle, while the E-7D utilized mixed fan and core flow to all three thrust nozzles.
Airframe
The E-7D airframe is based on the LFWC's F-16-fuselage ( fig. 1) . The aircraft has a tailless delta wing configuration with a sweep angle of 60°and an aspect ratio of 1.67. The aerodynamic control surfaces include elevons and a rudder. The elevons, which have a range of deflection of ±30°, provide both pitch and roll control power. The pitch control power is generated by deflecting the left and right elevons symmetrically, and roll control power is generated by deflecting elevons differentially. The rudder has a deflection range of ±20°.
The aerodynamic data for this experiment are based on extensive wind tunnel tests and theoretical estimates. The data base includes power induced aerodynamics and ground effects.
Propulsion System
The propulsion system of this aircraft is a GE Aircraft
Engines (GEAE) F]10 turbofan engine derivative (fig. 2).
This engine has a high pressure system which consists of 9-stage high pressure compressor, an annular combustor, The model is assembled with each major component of theengine, which includes inlet, fan,highpressure compressor, bypass duct, mainburner, highpressure turbine, lower pressure turbine, exitflowmixing, nozzle thrust calculation, andapropulsion control system withamultivariable regulator and arapidthrust modulation (RTM) control. Theperformance oftheengine isdesigned to meet bothsmall andlarge magnitude specifications generated byLFWC under thesame contract withLeRC. In general, thepropulsion system hasabandwidth of 10rad/sec.
Flight Control System
The flight control system consists of three major compo- _ .
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The roll control design in the cruise and transition modes is similar to that for the pitch axis ( fig. 12 ). The loop gain I(3 is scaled in the same manner as K300 to maintain constant roll axis control sensitivity. 
Control Selector
The control selector converts the generalized control commands to physical actuator commands and thrust commands.
All of the E-7D's physical control actuators and thrust command stations are shown in figure 17.
Aerodynamic control surfaces, such as elevons and rudder, and the RCS, which is part of the propulsion system, are partitioned to be angular acceleration control effectors.
Thrust magnitude and deflection from the individual nozzles are used exclusively for longitudinal and vertical acceleration controls, and for maintaining pitch trim. 
AM = -(MAERO -MGYRO-M (A/I')T + MINLET)
The TMS distributes these axial and vertical thrust demands, based on the pitch trim authority of the propulsion system, to 2-DCD thrust command (T2DC), 2-DCD nozzle angle deflection command (02DC), ejector thrust command (TEJC), ventral thrust command (TVNC), and Due to limited simulator time, the task was flown in calm weather conditions with no cross wind or turbulence. 
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Discussion of Results
Closed-Loop Response
The closed-loop response of the integrated system, except the yaw control response in hover, meets Level 1 handling 
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There were two additional deficiencies being noted by the pilot regarding the throttle control effectiveness. They were:
1. Throttle was repositioned when flight control mode was switched between thrust command and flight path command. As the throttle was being repositioned, there was a period of about two to three seconds, depending on the rate of throttle servo drive, during which the pilot could not have any control over the throttle.
2. Once switched to flight path command mode, the throttle did not provide adequate flight path command authority immediately and remained ineffective until sufficient vertical thrust was developed.
Both these deficiencies are related to the flight control configuration. The flight path command augmentation requires a change on the command function of the throttle controller. That dictates the need to change the control effector's reference and sensitivity. Since the flight path command reference is chosen at the middle of the throttle travel to ensure a symmetrical flight path command authority, repositioning the throttle control becomes necessary and thus voids any pilot input during the transition.
The ejector thrust was a primary vertical acceleration contributor in the flight path command mode. However, at small butterfly valve angles, the ejector thrust response was nonlinear and oscillatory for a brief period. That response caused uncommanded pitch oscillations, which were found to be objectionable by the pilot. Realizing the limitations of the propulsion system during the experiment, two steps were taken to alleviate the problems. The ejector thrust was brought up to 1500 lb when landing gears were lowered and the flight path command was selected to be phased in when the effective thrust vector angle reached 55" and greater. That left the pilot with only flight path velocity command when he switched into the transition mode initially. The pilot was instructed to proceed to fly with the front side technique by using the pitch attitude to control vertical velocity and to follow the guidance until the flight path command was effective. This transition from frontside to backside control technique was a natural conversion in technique for a V/STOL qualified pilot and was received without objection.
Concluding Remarks
Evaluations of the non-linear inverse transformation design method on a E-7D STOVL aircraft have been conducted on a motion base simulation experiment. The objectives were to examine the implementation of the nonlinear inverse transformation method and to evaluate the handling qualities performance of the design. While the pilots did not object to the change from frontside to backside technique, they did object strongly to the lack of any control through the throttle during this transition. Alternative control inceptor configuration is needed to provide effective thrust and thrust vector control for this STOVL fighter design.
